COMPRESSOR SERVICES

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE OF EXPERTISE

COMPRESSOR REBUILD
• Fast turnaround
• Factory-trained technicians
• 75 Point Quality Control Checklist
• 2-year standard warranty
• 24-hour emergency service

REMANUFACTURED COMPRESSOR EXCHANGE
• Large selection of compressors in stock
• Immediate shipment
• Reduced downtime
• 2-year standard warranty
• Nationwide available inventory

VIBRATION ANALYSIS
• Increased reliability
• Early bearing defect detection
• Reduced catastrophic failures

OIL ANALYSIS
• Prolonged machinery life
• Reduced operating costs
• Increased efficiency

Rebuilds of:
PRECISE PERFORMANCE

Our state-of-the-art climate-controlled clean room repair shops maintain equipment, tools and gauging instruments to the highest level of calibration. Critical tools and gauging instrumentation are calibrated and certified using SQC Methods & Certified to NIST standards.

ASSEMBLY

We ensure your compressors are assembled to achieve maximum efficiency at full or part load conditions. In addition to rebuilt or remanufactured compressors, we also offer competitively priced new compressors from all major OEMs.

SERVING KEY MARKETS

We have experience in a wide range of industries, including food and beverage processing, low temperature distribution, public warehousing, pharmaceutical, petrochemical, power plant, nuclear, district energy and packaged systems.

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

We ensure Stellar’s Authorized Compressor Repair and Rebuild Centers are strategically located in key areas of the country:

PHONE: 904.260.2900 | 24/7: 800.488.2900 | 2900 HARTLEY ROAD JACKSONVILLE, FL 32257 | REFRIGSALES@STELLAR.NET

www.stellar.net